Pack Leader

A #retroverse-inspired primal path

"That explains the laser raptor." -- Kung Fury

Laser Companion

Upon choosing this path at 3rd level, you gain the companionship of a laser raptor, or laser panther, or other similar creature that shoots lasers from its eyes and is just like, so cool, you guys. The beast can be up to challenge rating 1/2. Its health has a maximum of three times your barbarian level, or its normal maximum, whichever is higher. It otherwise follows all the same rules as a ranger's companion. You can command your companion while you are raging.

Suggested methods of laser creature conversion can be found at the end of page 2.

Crisp Rat

At 6th level, your constant exposure to your laser companion's laser eyes ("That means she likes you!") grants you resistance to fire damage during your rage. Additionally, while you are raging, your companion gains half your rage bonus to melee damage (whether the attack is strength-based or not).

Exceptionally Trained

Starting at 10th level, your time bonding with and training your creature strengthens their abilities. Laser eye beams improve their range from 20 ft to 30 ft, and deal 1d6+3 damage.

Additionally, your companion is so loyal that it will fight despite grievous wounds, even beyond the brink of death. Your companion gains the benefits of relentless rage, and can make saving throws to prevent being dropped to 0 hit points or below. Your companion can only use this ability while you are raging. You and your companion must both finish a short or long rest for the dc of the constitution saving throw to reset to 10.

Clever Girls

At 14th level, you choose one of two abilities: either clever girls or dragoon, which is detailed on the next page.

If you choose clever girls, you gain a second laser companion. It must be of the same type as the first. While you are in a rage, each companion gains the ability pack tactics, which has been reproduced on the next page. You may command both creatures as part of the same action as long as both creatures are following the same command. Both companions are considered to be exceptionally trained, per the level 10 ability of this path.
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Dragoon

At 14th level, you choose one of two abilities: either Dragoon or Clever Girls, which is detailed on the previous page.

If you choose Dragoon, you retain the service of a single companion, but it grows to large size. For every size category increase, increase the companion’s strength score by 4 and increase all of their regular damage dice to the next highest die. (1 to 1d4, 1d4 to 1d6, 1d6 to 1d8, and so on). Additionally, if your laser companion has a Constitution of less than 12, increase its Constitution to 12. Their maximum hit points become four times your barbarian level. Their Laser Eyes attack improves to 1d8+4 damage and its range increases to 40 ft.

You can ride a large companion, and when riding the companion (and only the companion) you gain advantage on Wisdom (Animal Handling) checks to make risky maneuvers.

Laser Creature Conversion

When you choose this primal path, you gain a laser companion. To create a laser companion, take a regular beast companion and give it the Laser Eyes attack:

Laser Eyes: 1d20 + X to hit, 20 ft range, one target. Hit: 3 [10d6] fire damage. If a creature has the Pounce ability, they can choose to use Laser Eyes at the end of a pounce instead of a bite. Laser Eyes should have the same attack bonus as the beast’s primary attack form, but no less than +3.

If the beast companion is already challenge rating 1/2, remove an ability when you give it the Laser Eyes attack. For example, to create a laser velociraptor, use the statistics found at www.dandwiki.com/wiki/velociraptor_5e_creature and just remove the Pack Tactics ability. A creature with a challenge rating of 1/4 or lower can be given Laser Eyes at no cost. Raptors, wolves, and panthers are all excellent and super rad laser companions, although if you get a crab and hold out for level 14, you could have a giant, rideable laser crab, so it’s up to you.

Pack Tactics

If you choose the Clever Girls ability, your companions gain the following ability when you rage:

Pack Tactics: The laser companion has advantage on attack rolls against a creature if at least one of the laser companion’s allies is within 5 feet of the creature and the ally is not incapacitated.